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Abstract
We report the observation of two additional sub-natural linewidth quantum interferences in theD2

manifold of 39K vapor, in addition to the usual single Electromagnetically Induced Transparency
(EIT) peak. In a typical three levelΛ-type system, only one EIT peak is observed.However, herewe
report observation of two additional line shapes riding on top of the absorption profile. The fact that
the hyperfine splitting is smaller than theDoppler width in 39K allows the probe and control beams to
swap their transition pathways in different velocity groups of atoms evenwhen their frequencies are
kept constant. Our observations are in striking contrast to standard EITmeasurements. Thesefindings
are in quantitative agreement with densitymatrix formalism taking into account velocity-selective
two-photon resonances. Owing to the favorably low ground hyperfine splitting (Δhf) in

39K, which
allows a significantly large number of atomswith aDoppler shift greater than or equal to theΔhf, the
strength of these additional resonances is strong compared to that of other alkali atoms such as 87Rb,
133Cswhere these resonances can not be observed. The control photon detuning to atomic transition
captures the nature of the coherence; therefore an unusual phenomenon of conversion fromperfect
transparency to enhanced absorption of the probe photon is observed and explained by utilizing the
adiabatic elimination of the excited state in theMaster equation. Controlling such dark and bright
resonances leads to new applications in quantum technologies such as frequency-offset laser
stabilization and long-lived quantummemory.

1. Introduction

For the past few decades,manipulating and controlling the optical responses [1] of atomicmedia using quantum
interference across excitation channels has been a versatilefield of study.One of themost fascinating quantum
interference phenomena is electromagnetically-induced transparency (EIT) [2, 3], which dramaticallymodifies
the responses of themedium and opens the door to several cutting-edge applications in quantum information
processing [4], including the creation of high-precision quantum sensors [5], atomic clocks [6], and
magnetometers [7]. As an application to quantummemory [8], it is feasible to slow down [9] or store photons
[10] for a considerable amount of time because of the steep anomalous dispersion in an EITmedium. The EIT
medium can be used to enhance the self-Kerr effect [11], creating entangled bi-photons[12]with application in
quantum communication.More recently, exotic effects such asGoos-Hänchen [13], and Imbert-Fedorov shifts
[14] have been observed using EITmedium.

Numerous experiments have been carried out in diverse atomic systems such as 87Rb [15], 133Cs [16, 17],
23Na [18], metastableHe [19, 20], molecular Lithium [21] and EITwithRydberg atoms [22, 23]. These systems
exhibit strong quantum interference phenomena (EIT or Electromagnetically InducedAbsorption—EIA)
owing to their wide ground state separation and considerable energy spacing among excited states. Furthermore,
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in a typical atomic vapor, theDoppler broadening ismuch smaller than the ground state separation, leading to
the observation of only one EIT or EIA feature in a given experimental configuration.On the other hand, the
ground state separation in 39K is smaller (461.7MHz [24]) than theDoppler broadening at room temperature
whichmakes the study of EIT in 39K intriguing.

There exist very few quantum interference-based experiments in 39K, Long et al [25] used a chirped
waveform electro-opticmodulator to investigate the EIT, A Sargsyan et al [26] demonstrated on-resonance EIT
andGozzini et al [27] observed EIT-EIA transition inHanle configurationwith polarization as a tuning
parameter. In this article, we experimentally demonstrate the emergence of three distinct quantum interference
line shapes in aΛ-type system in 39K atomic ensemble. These observations are in sharp contrast to the typical
EIT-EIAmeasurements in other alkali vapors such as Rb, andCs. The EIT-EIA can be physically understood
following the two-photon resonance phenomenon andwe can completely observe the two-photon resonance in
the Rb orCs atoms in theΛ-configuration aswell. However, what is unique to 39K is that the ground state
hyperfine splitting is smaller than theDoppler broadening at investigation temperature. This allows for a
fortuitous swapping of the transition pathways aswill be shown in details in the following sections, which in turn
is responsible for observing additional quantum interference signals reported in this article.We note that such
swapping of the transition pathways is generally allowed in all physical systemswhere EIT-EIA phenomena is
experimentally observed includingwell studied atomic systems such as Rb [28–30] andCs [17]. Consequently, a
group of atoms having velocity exceeding a critical velocity =

pD
vc k

2 hf , (whereΔhf = 461.7 MHz is the ground

state hyperfine splitting, k is thewave vector) can create another two-photon resonance by interchanging the
excitation pathways of probe and control beams as depicted in the figure 1.

Another two-photon resonance is observedwhen both the control and probe beam share a common ground
state, and this line shape carries a contribution from the swapping configuration. The underlying criteria for
satisfying the two-photon resonance condition need not be tied to the identification of the control and pump
beam. As shown infigure 1, a laser light connecting F= 1 to ¢F can equally be considered as a probe or control.
However, this interchange of labels can not be satisfied ubiquitously. Potassium atoms offer an interesting
scenariowhere this label exchange is supported because of the fact that theDoppler broadening is of the same
order asΔhf. Our results reported in this article are critically dependent on this fact.More details are described in
the theory section. This atom-assisted swapping is indeed unique to Potassiumbecause the twoDoppler
absorption profiles are accessible to both the control and the probe beam, thusmaking this swap possible. On
the other hand, in the case of 87Rb or 133Cs, the critical velocity liesmuch outside (typicallyΔhf is one order of

Figure 1. Swapping of excitation pathways of control and probe beamdepending on the critical velocity = p´vc k

2 461.7 of the atoms.

See text formore details. (Inset)Representative three-levelΛ system. |F = 1〉, |F = 2〉 are ground andmetastable state whereas ∣ ¢ñF is
considered as unresolved excited state.Δp,Δc andΔ are single photon detuning of probe, single photon detuning of control and two-
photon detuning, respectively.Γ32,Γ31 are spontaneous decays of excited state ∣ ¢ = ñF 3 to |F = 2〉 and |F = 1〉 in presence ofDoppler
broadening respectively. γ3 and γ2 are the energy conserving dephasing of states ∣ ¢ = ñF 3 and |F = 2〉 respectively.ωc,ωp,Ωc,Ωp are
angular frequencies andRabi frequencies for control and probe beam, respectively. The colourmap in bottom-right indicates the
velocity group of atoms responsible for creating line shapesC1 andC2. This colour codesmap to the false color of the atoms in the
same diagram.
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magnitude higher compared toDoppler broadening) theMaxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution, hence this
velocity selectivemultiple resonances are never observed. Usually, only one line shape in a given probe-control
configuration is observed in those experiments. Apart fromobserving these additional resonances, we also
observe a transition from complete transparency to enhanced absorption as we vary the control beamdetuning
from the blue side to the red side of atomic resonance.However, the two-photon resonance condition is always
satisfied to observe all the resonances. Accessing different types of dark and bright quantum resonances by
detuning as a tuning knobwill help set up frequency references for lasers operating at points very far from atomic
reference lines. This technique is also useful for storage and retrieval of light far off-resonant with respect to
atomic transitions.

The article is structured as follows. A detailed densitymatrix-based theory that is required to understand
these additional line shape observations is presented in section 2. Section 3 presents the experimental details.We
discuss important results and interpretations in section 4. Finally, in section 5, we extend the possible
applications of the results.

2. Theoretical concepts

A semi-classical approachwith densitymatrix formalism is applied to this three-levelΛ system as shown in the
inset offigure 1. The two ground states are |F= 1〉 and |F= 2〉hyperfine levels in 52S1/2 and the excited state
∣ ¢ = ñF 3 is considered as unresolved ∣ ¢ñF in 52P3/2 containing F’= 1 and 2 states. A control beam connects levels
|F= 2〉 and ∣ ¢ñF whereas the probe beam connects levels |F= 1〉 and ∣ ¢ñF . The von-Neumann equation

governing the dynamics of amixed state is [ ]r r= - H ,i


. Here ρ is the densitymatrix of the system, andH is

the EITHamiltonian [1] given by
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However, there aremany decay processes such as spontaneous emission, dephasing, or decoherence due to
inhomogeneousmagnetic fields, ground state collisions, and spin-exchange collisions. Such termsmake the
aboveHamiltonian non-unitary.We can use a Lindblad term [31], which needs to be added to the above
Hamiltonian to correctly describe our present system. The Lindbladian approach in quantumMaster equation
(QME) is beneficial here aswe are restricting our calculations to three-level systemswith considerable energy
separations.However, the complexmulti-level systemswith strong decoherence rates, can be solved using exact
numericalmethods [32, 33]where approximations such asweak coupling, Born-Markovian approximation or
secular approximationsmay not be valid. For simpler description, we assume the validity ofQME [15, 34, 35] in
our systemwhich qualitatively and quantitatively supports ourfindings as discussed in the results section. The
dominant decay processes are due toDoppler-broadened spontaneous emission and energy-conserving
dephasing effects, such as the collision of atomswithwalls, and atom-atom collisions. The non-unitary
Lindbladian term is given by

[ ˆ ] [ ˆ ] [ ˆ ] [ ˆ ] ( )r s r s r g s r g s r= G + G + + 231 1,3 32 2,3 2 2,2 3 3,3    

whereΓij denotes spontaneous decay rate from state i to state j, γi is an energy-conserving dephasing term for
state i, ŝi j, is a jump operator defined as ˆ ∣ ∣s = ñái ji j, and  is coined as Lindblad super-operator whose action is

defined as [ ] { }† †= -A B ABA A A B,1

2
 for any two operatorsA andB. In our case, state |1〉(|2〉) is identified as

5S1/2 |F= 1〉 (5S1/2 |F= 2〉) and state |3〉 is 5P3/2 ∣ ¢ñF . Upon simplification, r reduces to
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HereΓ3= Γ32+ Γ31+ γ3 is the total decoherence of the excited state, γ2 indicates the ground state decoherence,
γ3 is the excited state energy conserving decoherence. Under steady-state conditions, the required coherence can
be solved as follows -
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After solving the above two coupled linear equations and applying rigorous algebra, the susceptibility seen by the
probeχ(ωp) can be obtained by the solving coherence terms under steady-state conditions as -
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Here, n is the density of atoms at cell temperature T, |d13| is the dipolematrix element,Ep is the probefield
amplitude,Ωp,Ωc are the probe and control Rabi flopping frequencies, respectively andΔp,Δc and
Δ=Δp−Δc, are the respective probe detuning, control detuning, and two-photon detuning from a given
transition (see inset offigure 1).

The imaginary part of equation (6) reliably represents the probe absorption, as described in the scenario in
configurationC1 offigure 2, creating a transparencywindow at two-photon resonanceΔ= 0.However, in the
case of 39K, two additional quantum resonances are observed as we keep scanning the probe beam frequency.
The ground state hyperfine splitting of Potassium atoms is 461.7 MHzwhich is smaller than the unresolved
(there are twoDoppler absorptions that overlap in the case of Potassium)Doppler broadened absorption profile
(∼684MHz at temperature 60°C).

Using the relation δD= k. v, where δD is the detuning due to theDoppler effect, k is the beam’s wavevector
and v is the velocity of atoms, we can calculate the group of atoms that can account for this δDwhich turns out to
be at least 353 m/s. This is called the critical velocity vcwhich is theminimumvelocity component along the
beampropagation direction for atom-assisted swapping. Interestingly, this value is close to themost probable
velocity at this temperature; therefore, a significant number of atoms can help this swapping by overcoming the
461.7 MHz ground state hyperfine splitting. Thismeans that we can expect another lambda system to satisfy the
two-photon resonance conditionwhen the excitation pathways of the probe and control beam are interchanged
(461.7 MHz separation) across the two overlappingDoppler profiles. Atomswith velocity components 353 m/s
ormore along the direction of beampropagation can now support this swapping through theDoppler effect.
This type of atom-assisted swapping of excitation pathways can only be observed in 39K atoms, because there is a
good number of atoms at this detuning. On the other hand, in the case of say 87Rb, the atom-assisted swapping is
not observable as there exist almost no atoms in theMaxwell-Boltzmann distribution that can overcome the
ground state splitting ofΔhf= 6.8 GHzwith a corresponding critical velocity vc= 5304m/s.

The swappingmechanism can be explained as follows. Let us say that prime (¢) denotes the swapped frame.
Before swapping,Δc=Δp and henceΔ= 0 that yields a quantum resonance line shape (C1). After atom-
assisted swapping of the excitation pathways, the control beamnow connects levels |F= 1〉 and ∣ ¢ñF (since the
control beam frequency will be kept fixed during the experiment while probe frequency will be scanning across
thewholeD2manifold), so the control detuning becomesD  D¢ = D - 461.7c c c . Because the probe beam
now connects levels |F= 2〉 and ∣ ¢ñF , the probe detuning becomesD  D¢ = D + 461.7p p p . However, the

probe beam is scanning for all possible frequencies, hence,D¢p will adjust its value such that two-photon

resonance is obtained. Let us denote variable probe detuning as ˜ dD¢ = D¢ p p with δ is the detuning adjustment

parameter to satisfy the two-photon resonance. Therefore, dD¢ = D  + 461.7p p , irrespective of the sign of δ
which can be either positive or negative. Therefore in this swapped frame, the two-photon resonance can be
written as

( ) ( ) ( )d dD¢ = D¢ - D¢ = D  + - D - =  +461.7 461.7 923.4 7p c p c

The atoms eventually adjust δ to satisfy two-photon resonance conditionwhich is schematically described in
ConfigurationC2. The other two configurationsC3 andC4 rely on the same principle, the only difference is that
both beams have a common ground state either |F= 1〉 or |F= 2〉 and collectively appears in themiddle of the
above two features. Finally, the overall probe absorption profile is obtained by adding the contributions from all

Figure 2.All fourΛ-type configurations are supported due to small ground state splitting (see text) in 39K atomic ensemble. Here
ground states are |F = 1〉 (indicated by a thin line) and |F = 2〉 (indicated by a relatively thick line).
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four configurations and averaged over velocities using a 1DMaxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution
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Here i is for caseCi and  is the 1DMaxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution given by

( )
p

= -

D
e

1

2
9

v
D

2
2

where =D k T

m

2 B is themost probable velocity.

3. Experimental details

Figure 3 shows the schematic of the experiment. Two independent grating stabilized diode lasers (TopticaDL
Pro andDL100) are used as control and probe beams. The probe and control lasers are tuned near F= 1 to ¢F
and F= 2 to ¢F respectively in theD2manifold of 39K, with a typical laser linewidth of 1 MHz. Two separate
acousto-opticmodulators are used to independently control the intensity and detuning of the probe and the
control beams. The frequency reference is obtained using saturated absorption spectroscopy as shown infigure 4
(right). A 75 mm long and 25 mmdiameter spectroscopy-grade commercial vapor cell containing 39K (in
natural abundance,∼93%) is placed inside a three-layeredμ-metal jacket to efficiently shield any stray
magnetic field.

Theμ-metal shielding alongwith twoμ-metal caps (to block stray fields from the sides), effectively blocks
the external straymagnetic field down to 10mG level. This ismeasured using aGauss-meter probe. In presence
of such smallmagnetic field, we can assume themF states as practically degenerate for our current description.
From amathematical point of view, the frequency separation of twomF states on application ofmagnetic fieldB
can bewritten as

( ) ( )n
m

=
h

g B 10B
F

A small calculation yields the splitting rate 1.4 MHz/Gauss. So, for 10mG, the splitting will be around 10ʼs of
kHzwhich is not significant as compared to 3-4MHz line-widthsmeasured in our experiment. Hence, we can
safely ignore the residualmagnetic field effect and assume themagnetic sub-levels as near degenerate.

The probe and control beams aremode-filtered using singlemode polarizationmaintaining fibers and
passed through two independent telescopic arrangements with exit beamdiameters of 1 mmand 4 mm,
respectively. The two beams are prepared in orthogonal linear polarization (lin⊥lin) states andmerged using a
polarizing beam splitter cube before being transmitted to the atoms. The probe laser is kept in the frequency scan

Figure 3. Schematic of experimental setup. Essential optical components are labeled in thefigure.
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modewhereas the control laser frequency ismaintained at various detunings. Finally, the control beam isfiltered
out using a linear polarizer (extinction ratio 1: 105), and the signal is obtained using a photo-detector (Thorlabs
PDA10A2)with 150MHz bandwidth. A high-speed oscilloscope (2Gs/sec) is used for visualization and data
recording.

The ground state hyperfine splitting is 461.7 MHz. At 333 K, the overlappingDoppler width is 684MHz,

calculated using the formula s w=D
k T

mc p
B

2 [36], where kB is the Boltzmann constant,m is the atomicmass, c is

the velocity of light andωp is the probe frequency inHz. Figure 4(left) shows the convolution of twoDoppler
broadened absorptions for ∣ ∣= ñ  ¢ñF F1 and ∣ ∣= ñ  ¢ñF F2 . For theoreticalmodeling, we have taken the
Doppler decoherence γ3= 342MHz alongwith the total spontaneous decay of the excited state
Γ3= Γ32+ Γ31= 684MHzwhen dealingwith line shapes inside any of theDoppler.

Doppler-free SaturatedAbsorption Spectroscopy is performed using an independent vapor cell. The blue
line infigure 4 (right) represents the hyperfine transition lineswhere the strongest peak corresponds to
∣ ∣= ñ  ¢ñF F2 transition, theweakest peak corresponds to ∣ ∣= ñ  ¢ñF F1 transition and themiddle dip is the
crossover resonance in the spectroscopy of 39K. The orange line shows the typical dark resonance. The
separation between the two peaks in the spectrum refers to the ground hyperfine splitting as

∣ ∣ ( )∣ ∣ ∣ ∣- == ñ ¢ñ = ñ ¢ñT T 461.7MHz 11F F F F2 1

From the above equation, all time scales from the oscilloscopes can be converted to frequency scales.

4. Results and discussions

The ground state splitting of the Potassium atom is 461.7 MHzwhich is smaller than the unresolved two
Doppler broadened absorption profiles (684MHz at a cell temperature of 60 °C). Under these circumstance, the
usual EIT peakwithΔ= 0 is observed, which corresponds to the standard configurationC1 infigure 1.
However, the excitation pathways of the control and probe beams can be swapped by atoms as described in the
theory section. The swappingmechanism is illustrated infigure 1where, as an example,Δc=− 923.4MHz is
taken. Before swapping,Δc=Δp=− 923.4 MHz, the two-photon detuning is satisfied.However after
swapping,D¢ = D - = -461.7 1385.1c c andD¢ = D + = -461.7 461.7p p . Since the probe laser is scanning,

the probe frequency is adjusted by setting δ=− 923.4 MHz, so thatD¢ = -1385.1p and the two-photon
detuning condition is satisfied in this swapped frame. A third line shape is obtained by applying the same
arguments but with control and probe beammaking a validΛ from the same hyperfine state either |2〉 (for the
caseC3) or |1〉 (for the caseC4). See figure 2 for all four possible configurations. The table 1 shows few of the
detuning values forC1 andC2 configurations. In this table, D̃¢p is the adjusted probe detuning in the swapped
frame. The probe beam always adjust−923.4 MHz to get this two-photon resonance. Apart fromhaving four
different cases as shown in figure 2, there aremultipleΛ systems possible within a given case owing to the
existence of near-degeneratemagnetic sub-levels of each hyperfine state. Considering the configuration of case
C1, a fewΛʼs are shown in figure 5wherewe use blue lines for linearly polarized light and red lines for circularly
polarized light. Becausewe use linear polarization in our experiment, and a linear polarization state is a

Figure 4. (Left)Representation of overlappingDoppler broadened absorption profiles. The thick grey line is the experimental data,
and the red and green are individual Doppler absorption fitted byGaussian and the blue line is the convolution of twoDoppler.
(Right) SaturatedAbsorption Spectroscopy of 39Kwas used for the conversion of time scales in the oscilloscope to frequency scales.
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combination of right and left circular polarizations, all types of probe and control polarization choices need to be
considered into account such as probe(π)− control(π), probe(σ+)− control(σ+), probe(σ−)− control(σ−),
probe(π)− control(σ+), probe(π)− control(σ−), probe(σ+)− control(π), probe(σ−)− control(π),
probe(σ+)− control(σ−) and probe(σ−)− control(σ+). The Rabi frequencies (Ωp,Ωc) are scaled asΩc→ sΩc and
W  ¢Wsp p when adding contributions where s and ¢s are theClebsch-Gordan co-efficients [37] for the
respective transitions. However, there is no significant difference in the line shape and positions after
considering all possibleΛʼs within a given case.

As a representative dataset, figure 6 (left) shows all three EIT line shapes riding on theDoppler-broadened
absorption profile. Here, the control detuning is set toΔc= 230.85MHz. The corresponding background-
subtracted features are zoomed in the insets. The relevant physics is well captured by introducing correct
dephasing terms Thefigures (a,b,c) infigure 6 (Right) show all possible dark resonances with corresponding
theoreticalmodelfit. The subplot (c) is the usual single EIT peak, which is also observed in other atoms like Rb,
Cs, etc, whereas (d) represents a line shapewhich is amixture of dark and bright resonances, appeared at
Δc=−461.7 MHz. Plots of all line shapes throughout this article are normalized such that the transparency peak
is set to 1 and the absorption dip is set to -1. The characteristic variation of EIT line widthwithΩc for the case of
Δc= 0MHz is also studiedwith theoretical fitting. As an example, atΔc= 0, EIT features are recorded for case
C1 for various values of control power. TheGaussian background is subtracted and a Lorentzian fit is performed.
Figure 7 shows the line width and contrast variationwith control Rabi frequencyΩc. The contrast increases with
Ωc at the expense of broader line width.We also have studied the line-shape characteristics of EIA by varying the

Figure 5.Demonstration ofmultipleΛ systems for two types of polarization of light. Blue lines are used forπ polarized light and red
lines are used forσ polarized light. Only a few L¢s are shownhere for clarity.

Table 1.Table of data inMHzunit for different detuning before and after swapping.

C1 (v < vc) C2 (v > vc)

MHzunit MHzunit

Δp Δc Δ D¢p D¢c δ D̃¢p D¢

−923.4 −923.4 0 −461.7 −1385.1 −923.4 −1385.1 0

−461.7 −461.7 0 0 −923.4 −923.4 −923.4 0

0 0 0 461.7 −461.7 −923.4 −461.7 0

461.7 461.7 0 923.4 0 −923.4 0 0

923.4 923.4 0 1385.1 461.7 −923.4 461.7 0
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Figure 6. (Left)Observation of three bright resonances forΔc = 230.85 MHz. The inset shows the zoomed views. (Right)On-
resonant (Δc = 0) bright resonance line shapes (a,b,c). The orange line indicates experimental data and the blue line is the theoretical
model fit. Subplot (d) shows the admixture of dark and bright resonance atΔp = –461.7 MHz.

Figure 7. (Left)The variation of EIT contrast with respect toControl Rabi frequency. (Right)TheEIT line-width increases with the
control beam intensity/Rabi frequency. The blue circles are the data points with error bars indicated in red. The orange line is thefit
from the theoretical description.

Figure 8. (Left)Enhanced absorption line-width is nearly constant aswe varied the control beamRabi frequency, but the contrast
increases. (Middle)The line-width of EIA also remains constant with respect to probe Rabi frequency, but here also the contrast
increases. (Right)The EIT line-width is also independent of probe power, but the contrast increases.
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control and probe beam intensities. The left andmiddle sub-figure offigure 8 shows that the EIA or enhanced
absorption line-width is nearly constant as we vary probe or control beam intensities at this Rabi frequency
ranges. On the other hand, the EIT line-width is also independent of probe power as shown in the right sub-
figure offigure 8. In all cases, the contrast increases. By rearranging the imaginary part of probe susceptibility, we
can read off the EIT linewidth [36]

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

( )gG = +
W

GOD
2 12EIT

c
2

2

32

whereOD is the optical density at a temperature T. The expression for calculatingOD [36] is given by

∣ ∣
( )

( )
w

=
G + G

OD
n d L

c
13

p 13

0 31 32 

In the above equation, n= 2.3× 1010 atoms/c.c. is the atomic density at cell temperatureT= 60°C,
ωp= 2π× 391.016 THz is the probe frequency inD2 line, |d13|= 2.46× 10−29 C-m is the dipolematrix element
[24], L= 75mm is the cell length, ò0,ÿ, c are vacuumpermittivity, reduced Planck’s constant, velocity of light
respectively andΓ31,Γ32 areDoppler broadened spontaneous decay rates. The density at temperature T is
calculated by first calculating the pressure using [24]

( )= -p
T

log 7.4077
4453

14

where P= nkBT is the density. The inclusion of an overlappingDoppler broadened profile enables us to
exchange the excitation pathways of the control and probe by the atomswhich give two additional features (sub
figures a and b in figure 6 (Right)). The asymmetricmismatch between theory and experiment accounts for non-
zero probe detuning and the existence ofmultiple excited states [38] in 39K. The asymmetry primarily originates
from the admixture of the pure dark state and the pure bright state, as can be seen in subplot (d) offigure 6(right)
where the dip is observed due to bright resonance and the peak is due to dark resonance. The effect of the non-
zero single photon detuningmakes the line shapes asymmetric,making it deviate from the perfect Lorentzian
line shape. It is in general possible tomodify the absorption properties of themedium evenwhen both single
photon and two-photon resonance conditions are not perfectly satisfied as also indicated in references [39, 40],
albeit with a reduced fidelity.We have taken into account all single photon and twophoton resonance conditions
in equation (1) through equation (6). These equations are valid evenwhenwe swap the role of probe and control.
In away, all observed resonances and line shapes are due to the interplay between single photon and two photon
resonances.

When the control beamdetuning is taken to far-off red detuned,Δc=− 923.4MHz, a complete absorption
and complete transmission line shapes are observed at probe detuningsΔp=− 923.4MHz andΔp=− 1846.8
MHz respectively. For blue-detuning,Δc= 1385.1MHz, complete absorption, and transmission are seen in
Δp= 461.7MHz andΔp= 1385.1MHz respectively as shown infigure 9. For the cases of far-off resonant
complete absorption, we have adiabatically eliminated [41] state ∣ ¢ñF from theMaster equation to obtain the
correct line shape by switching off the spontaneous decay in the Lindblad term. This is a reasonable description
because—at the far-off resonance from the one-photon transition the lasers do not significantly populate the
excited state thereby reducing the spontaneous decay from the excited state. The theoreticalmodel fit gives
effective γ2 values ranging from1.2 MHz to 2.5 MHz depending on the line shape position.Other variable
parameters γ3,Γ31,Γ32 are adjusted according to the probe and control detunings. For a given line shape, if it
appears inside theDoppler, then the dephasingwill be controlled by the spontaneous decay term. If it appears
outside theDoppler, then the dephasingwill come primarily from γ3. As an example, forΔc=− 923.4 MHz
(caseC3), the values of γ2= 1.2 MHz,Γ31= Γ32= 0 and γ3= 342MHz. Figure 10 (right a-i) shows a transition
frombright resonance to dark resonance as we vary the control beamdetuningwhilemaintaining the probe laser
scanning across the entireD2manifold. The blue side of this case always yields a dark resonance as can be seen
from (f-i) offigure 10(right). Line-plot colors are chosen to represent the detuning of the control beam. These
line shapes are obtained for CaseC1. A similar transition can also be observed in other cases. To indicate the
extent ofmixing of bright and dark resonances, the ad-mixing parameter η is defined as the ratio of the bright
resonance contrast (defined as b) to the dark resonance contrast (defined as d). The variation in η is plotted
against the control beamdetuningwhich gave an exponential crossover frombright resonance to dark
resonance aswe sweep the control beamdetuning as shown infigure 11. The value of the admixture parameter η
is specific to the experimental details such as the detector used, gain, and offset of the detector. However, the η vs
Δc plots essentially capture the gradual decline in adiabatic elimination as the control beam is swept from the red
side to the blue side for a particular line shape. The admixture parameter plot will help determinewhether the
line shape is formed in standard configurationC1 or in the swapped frame configurationC2. Figure 11 shows the
case forC1 whereas, forC2, the admixture parameter η ismaximumat the blue side and gradually approaches
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Figure 9. (a)EIT asC2 feature atΔc = − 923.4 MHz. (b)EIA asC1 feature atΔc = − 923.4MHZ. (c)EIA asC2 feature at
Δc = 1385.1 MHz. (d)EIT asC1 feature atΔc = 1385.1MHZ.

Figure 10.Group of subplots indicating the crossover from complete absorption to complete transparency shown for the featureC1.
The control beamdetuningΔc is varied from red detuningΔc = − 923.4 MHz to blue detuningΔc = 923.4 MHz.
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zero near resonance, similar toC1. This indicates that near resonance, the probability of observing a dark
resonance is high in all cases. As detuning increases or decreases, the admixture plays a crucial role through
adiabatic elimination.

5. Conclusion and outlook

By choosing both theDoppler and exchanging the probe and control beam excitation routes, we have been able
to explain all possible line shapes and positions, whichmatchedwell with the densitymatrix formalism-based
theoreticalmodel. Adiabatic eliminationworkswell to describe the bright resonance in the blue and red
detuning regions. The exact line shape can bematched by considering the intervention of other excited states
[29]. To the best of our knowledge, these observations of additional resonances and a smooth crossover from
EIT to EIAhave not been reported in previous EIT-EIA studies. These unique results in 39K are obtained
primarily because theDoppler broadening is comparable to ground hyperfine splitting, - which is not readily
available in other experimental systems typically used for EIT-EIA studies.

Beyond theGaussian probe and control, a probe beam carrying orbital angularmomentum (Laguerre–
Gaussianmode) can have a fundamentally unique response [42, 43] to this EITmediumbecause of the spatial
variation of Rabi frequency that can lead to line shape narrowing [44] aswell as change in asymmetries. A novel
direction to explore EIT in Potassium is to study cold Potassium atoms [45] in a strongmagnetic fieldwhere the
externalmagnetic field can couple the Zeeman sub-levels of different hyperfine states. Another interesting
avenue in quantumoptics with atoms inmagnetic field is to explore the non-reciprocity. A very recent trend is to
explore non-magnetic non-reciprocity, for e.g. in [46]EITwith atoms in a ring cavity system is used to generate
the chiral response fromatomswhile [47] investigates relativemotion ofNV centres with respect to co and
counter propagating beams to study non-reciprocity. The phenomenon of non-reciprocity has several
applications such as optical isolators, circulators, optical devicemaking. As an outlook, we intend to explore
non-reciprocity in quantum interference in 39K in presence ofmagnetic field. The explanation of all these
quantum interference line shapes enriches the understanding of quantum coherence and has applications in
frequency-offset tight laser locking [48] and quantum technology applications such as optical isolators, [49]
quantummemory [8], and slow light [9]. Generally, our technique can be extended to any system including
artificial atoms [50, 51].
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